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A new fluorescence super-resolution wide-field approach is presented. We first
demonstrate that the angle range for exciting molecules of different orientations
can be significantly narrowed by rotating a linear polarized excitation beam
together with a wide-field de-excitationbeam of perpendicular polarization.
This results in short periodical flashes from different standard markers in sub-
diffraction limited areas after each other (excitation polarization angle narrow-
ing, ExPAN). Many molecules per image pixel still cause periodic fluorescence
modulation of different phases that are directly connected to the nanometric
sample structure. Since fluorescence markers attached to more rigid sample
structures often have preferred orientations this modulation and phase informa-
tion can be used deduce high-resolution images resolving details such as gaps
between nanospheres, closely spaced microtubules and detailed neuronal spine
head structures (SPoD, super-resolution by polarization demodulation). The
combination with two-photon excitation
allows imaging tissue at deep depths (~0.6
mm). Data acquisition times of only few
hundreds of miliseconds are necessary.
Wide-Field illumination is possible without
the need of special fluorescence markers or
the generation of nanometric interference
structures. In our presentation we will
explain the principles of this approach in
detail and demonstrate its benefits in com-
parison to previous approaches.138-Plat
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There is a lack of non-invasive methods to monitor circadian metabolic oscil-
lations of single cells in their native environment. Here we implement a label-
free method using NADH as an intrinsic biomarker and the Phasor approach
to Fluorescence Lifetime microscopy to measure the metabolic optical finger-
print of single cells during the day-night cycle. For the first time we detect in
vivo metabolic circadian oscillations within the stem cells of the epidermis
layer. We observe higher ratios of free/bound NADH, i.e. NADH/NADþ, in
the night with respect to the day. This difference indicates a glycolytic pheno-
type associated with high proliferation during the night and an oxidative phos-
phorylation phenotype associated with low proliferation during the day. We
demonstrate that cell-to cell metabolic heterogeneity correlates with circadian
phase as measured within the basal epidermal layer by Per1-Venus reporter
assay. Finally, we show that NADH metabolic oscillations are Bmal1
dependent.
Work supported with NIH grants P50 GM076516 and P41 GM103540.
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The arsenal of fluorescent probes tailored to functional imaging of cells is
rapidly growing and benefits from recent developments in imaging strategies.
We here present two new molecular rotors characterized by a push-pull hyper-conjugated structure and which absorb in the blue-green region of the spectrum.
These probes display significant emission and lifetime increase by increasing
local microviscosity. Owing to its concentration-independent nature, fluores-
cence lifetime is particularly suitable to report on environmental properties,
such as viscosity, in the cellular context, i.e. where the fluorescent probe con-
centration cannot be controlled. Remarkably, we demonstrate that our probes
allow for efficient intracellular viscosity measurements by means of the phasor
approach to fluorescence lifetime imaging, a fit-free method that overcome the
main drawbacks of conventional lifetime imaging (1). More specifically, we
show that one probe can be used to monitor membrane organization (i.e. the
fractions of liquid ordered and disordered phases) and membrane viscosity,
whereas the other reports on the local viscosity in plasma membrane, lyso-
somes, and mitochondria (2). Notably, measurements were carried out in
both physiological and non-physiological conditions, in view of correlating
dysfunctional states of the cell with viscosity changes in intracellular
organelles.
1. Digman, M.A., Caiolfa, V.R., Zamai, M., and Gratton, E. (2008) Biophys J
94, L14-16.
2. Battisti, A., Panettieri, S., Abbandonato, G., Jacchetti, E., Cardarelli, F.,
Signore, G., Beltram, F., and Bizzarri, R. (2013) Anal. Bioanal. Chem. 405,
6223-6233.
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Fluorescence imaging at low light intensities requires relatively long imaging
frames, with severe limitations on the time resolution that can be achieved
when dynamic changes are recorded. To overcome this limitation, a method
named Event COrrelation Microscopy (ECOM) was developed, which can be
applied when imaging is performed together with a precisely timed stimula-
tion event. The method takes advantage of the fact that for a step change in
fluorescence intensity, the intensity reported by the frame during which the
step occurs depends on the time of the step within the frame. The method
is based on averaging a large number of responses timed randomly with
respect to the imaging frames. The step response function of the ECOM
method was derived theoretically and extends over the duration of 2 frames
with a sigmoid time course. This step response function agrees perfectly with
the step response determined experimentally. The time point of the intensity
step can be determined with a precision that depends on the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of the averaged signal. For image acquisition with 200 ms
frames in frame transfer mode, the standard deviation st of the time deter-
mination is approximately st=225/SNR. ECOM therefore provides time
super-resolution beating the time resolution of imaging frames. The method
shares similarity with localization microscopy techniques such as STORM/
PALM, which provide spatial super-resolution beyond the limits of camera
pixel size. ECOM was successfully applied to the study of transmitter release
events from chromaffin cells revealing a rapid conformational change in
SNAP-25 that precedes fusion pore formation by 90510 ms (Zhao et al.
2013 PNAS 110: 14249-14254.) Supported by ERC Advanced Grant No.
322699.
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Surface plasmon resonance imaging (SPRI) is a powerful label-free tech-
nique that has been only recently applied to the field of cell biology.
High resolution label-free imaging of subcellular features can be performed
using a high numerical aperture objective lens with a digital light projector
to precisely position incident angle excitation. The SPRI signal is a result of
the mass of material within the evanescent field, the refractive index of the
material, and the distance between the material and the substrate. Cellular
components near the sensor surface such as the cell membrane, focal adhe-
sions, cell nucleus, and extracellular material deposited at cell periphery are
visualized in the SPRI image. The optical contrast in the SPR images is suf-
ficient to define the edge of the cell with relatively high signal-to-noise
